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The Challenge
Do an investigation to find out what type of clothing is the warmest – 
and most practical – to wear in freezing environments.

You may wish to use these delivery notes to introduce the Keeping Warm challenge and get 
your students started. 

However you and your students may wish to approach the challenge in an entirely 
different way. 

Getting started
• This kick-off lesson would work well for STEM clubs, collapsed timetable days or a

classroom lesson.

• Alternatively, you could run this introductory lesson and encourage students to continue their
projects on their own time, or as homework.

• You can decide whether to choose which challenge your students will tackle, or whether to
allow them to choose for themselves, individually or as a group.

Introducing the Challenging Environments challenges (PowerPoint Presentation)
The PowerPoint can be used to introduce the STEM Club challenges. If you decide to choose which 
challenge your students will tackle, you can delete the slides relating to the others.

See the Notes bar at the bottom of each PowerPoint slide for more information and 
discussion prompts.  

The presentation focuses on the examples of challenging environments in which BP operates: the 
North Sea, in deserts like in Egypt and in Alaska. If you have a globe handy you might ask students 
to find these regions.

Encourage students to share their ideas about what it would be like to explore, live or work in these 
conditions, and the challenges people face there. 

These challenges were developed as part of the Ultimate STEM Challenge. The competition is 
now closed but why not complete one of the challenges as part of your school’s STEM club? 
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Teacher support
How much you guide the students through the challenge is up to you – you can be more or less 
hands-on depending on how much of the project is done during club or class hours. 

Challenge starter lesson

Equipment
•	 Selection of textile samples

•	 Copper calorimeters with lids

•	 Thermometers

•	 Elastic bands

•	 A kettle

Remember to carry out a full risk assessment before attempting any practical activity. 

Introduction (10 minutes)

Please see Introducing the Challenging Environments challenges, above.

Ideas generation: Keeping warm (10 minutes)

Having chosen Keeping Warm, ask students to think about the warmest clothing they own, or 
have worn on holiday somewhere cold.

Give them a few minutes to discuss the following questions:

•	 What fabrics or materials are warm clothes made of?

•	 How do clothes keep you warm in cold weather?

•	 Why do we wear layers of clothes instead of one big thick jumpsuit?

•	 Apart from keeping heat in, what other features are important? Hints: breathable, flexible, 
lightweight, tear resistant, windproof, etc.

Bring together their ideas on a board or flipchart.
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Thinking scientifically about heat (10 minutes)

Students will gain the most from this if they have already covered the topic of heat transfer. 
Remind students that heat moves from a hot area to a cold area until the two are at the same 
temperature. If they struggle with this, ask them which snowman will melt fastest on a warm day: 
one with no clothes or one with a thick winter coat on. The coat slows down the transfer of heat 
from the air to the snowman, so he’ll last the longest.

Give a quick overview or review of the three methods of heat transfer:

•	 Conduction

•	 Convection

•	 Radiation

Relate each of these to warm clothing, which aims to reduce the rate of heat transfer from the 
body (hot) to the surroundings (cold).

Hopefully they will have spotted that warm clothes are designed to trap air in some way. Can they 
explain why? (Still air is a good, light insulator. It also allows water vapour to move away from the 
body so you don’t get sweaty when doing physical work.)

Measuring heat loss through a fabric (25 minutes)

Brainstorm ways in which you might be able  
to address the challenge. 

Demonstrate how to use a copper calorimeter 
to measure heat loss through a piece of 
fabric, making it clear that this is just one 
possible approach.

•	 Identify dependent variable, independent 
variable, control variables.

•	 Agree on suitable time intervals for 
measuring water temperature, and how 
they will record their results.

•	 Let each group choose a piece of fabric 
and try the experiment.

thermometer

lid

copper 
calorimeter

fabric sample

hot water
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Health and safety notes

Remember to carry out a full risk assessment before attempting any practical activity.

Take care with boiling water.

Addressing the Challenge (10 minutes)

The team should consider the following questions:

•	 Who will be responsible for bringing what?

•	 What do they need from school?

•	 How will they measure how well it works (or not)?

Use the calorimeter experiment to open up a discussion around this as a way of measuring how 
well a particular fabric works at keeping a person warm. Consider the following:

•	 Sources of error – especially heat lost through top and bottom of calorimeter.

•	 Ideas for improving accuracy of measurements – do you have any datalogging kit?

•	 Ways a human body is different to a copper calorimeter.

If students are going to use the calorimeter, they need to:

•	 choose which fabrics to test

•	 get their hands on samples of fabrics

•	 adapt today’s experiment, or come up with their own way to test their fabrics

•	 decide on any equipment they’ll need to try out their ideas

•	 order the equipment they’ll need for the next session.

Make sure that the students are clear that they don’t have to use copper calorimeters. They are just 
one way to measure heat loss – do they have any better ideas?

!
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Tips

•	 Help them limit their investigations to suit the time you have. For example, it might not be 
possible to investigate a lot of different fabrics and a lot of combinations of fabrics. Better to 
keep it simple and focused.

•	 Allow time to repeat tests so they can check the reliability of their results and/or refine  
their method.

•	 The testing method should be reproducible. In other words another scientist should be able 
to repeat it to check the results.

•	 Remember that the material/s should be practical. They could think about whether it is 
breathable, flexible, lightweight, tear resistant, windproof, etc.

What next?

This lesson plan is designed to start students off but it is up to you and your students as to how far 
they take the challenge. 

To find out more about next year’s Ultimate STEM Challenge visit 

www.bp.com/ultimatestemchallenge

?


